
SONAR X2
Music Production Software

From getting great tone to releasing a final mix, today’s musicians must master every element of the 
music production process. SONAR X2 Producer is there every step of the way, and the revolutionary 
Skylight interface lets you move seamlessly among the elements, instantly going from recording 
to editing to mixing and back again. Dial up the perfect synth sound with Rapture or a searing 
guitar tone with TH2 Producer. Record it, tighten it, chop it, and drop it in the Matrix for realtime 
triggering. Shape it with the ProChannel. Warm it with the Console Emulator. And do it all with a 
single Smart Tool. It’s genius. 
For a full feature list please see www.cakewalk.com/SONAR

Seamless. Genius.
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SONAR X2
Music Production Software

Master every element of the music production process

Play stunning sounds and trigger loops and 
phrases with full hands-on control.

Perform

21 virtual instruments
Thousands of sounds
Improved Matrix Performance View
Advanced Arpeggiator
NEW! TH2 Producer Amp Simulator
Improved low latency audio engine

Capture inspired performances with pristine 
quality and unlimited tracks.

Record

Unlimited audio/MIDI/instrument tracks
NEW! Take lanes
Pristine 64-bit/384kHz audio engine
Record as many inputs as your PC can 
handle
Monitor FX while recording

Fix mistakes, arrange parts, and manipulate 
pitch, time and any other aspect of recordings.

Edit

Improved Smart Tool
NEW! Smart Grid
Step Sequencer
AudioSnap
Roland V-Vocal
Loop Construction View
Enhanced Piano Roll View

Add final touches to a finished mix for clear, 
professional tracks.

Master

Improved LP-64 EQ
Improved LP-64 Multiband Compressor
Peak markers
Bus waveform preview
POW-R dithering
64-bit double precision audio fidelity

Sculpt killer tones and create big, clear, 
dynamic mixes.

Mix

Unlimited channels/buses/aux sends/
inserts
NEW! Modular ProChannel
NEW! Console Emulator
NEW! BREVERB SONAR
NEW! Automation lanes and modes
NEW! R-Mix SONAR
NEW! ProChannel FX Chains

Share final masters with the world in a variety 
of popular formats.

Deliver

Flexible export options
NEW! Integrated SoundCloud
NEW! MusicXML export
Export Video
Cakewalk Publisher
Print Notation
Burn CDs


